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Report Writing
More “How-To” for making effective reports
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Developing Content: 
comparison of first drafts with final versions

Good writing is mainly good editing; better writers are mainly better editors
Draft Reports in LEAP/FS typically need the following editorial help: 
• A more confident & clear voice – especially in the opening moments – but with the editor 

working not to replace the project staff’s authentic voice
• Refocus around issues of greatest necessary concern to the project and/or funder
• Clearer point-making because of being buried in detail and inadequate context 
• Tuning of writer’s energy, purpose, making a stronger honest “spin” and “framing”
• Organization/consolidation/removal of repetition – needing tables or numbering or 

clearer structure (easier with fresh eyes!)
• English grammar for clarity (including for mother tongue speakers)
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SABAH  IMPLEMENTATION DIALOGUE REPORT
First Draft                                                                 Final Version

Sabah Implementation Dialogue
Forever Sabah

Kota Kinibalu, November 16, 2018
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SABAH  IMPLEMENTATION DIALOGUE REPORT
First Draft                                                             Final Version

1. Current Condition and Near Future Plan. There were 4 different parties
shared their current condition and the actions:

c. Producers

• Currently: in terms of certification:

o Smallhoders: 232,000 ha, 600 certified;

• Future: 100% MSPO and RSPO certified

• To get there:

o Proposing singular and group certification

o Applying one-stop center on land application, collaboration
between MPOB, FS and land survey department

o Setting up grievance procedures and mechanism

d. Trade and Procurement

• Currently: sabah does not have a tender port

• Future: secure Sabah palm oil to market

• To get there:

o Facilitate dialogue with smaller independent reviewing (for MSPO
and RSPO certification)

o Setup mechanism to distribute premiums – direct buyers to Sabah
as the preferred seller

o Develop Sabah Landscape storyline – selling Sabah, forest and
diversity protection governance, not too directly to palm oil –
creating values to market.

• The Producers’ Discussion Group identified the nature of the shift 
necessary from individual certification of mills and producers to a 
jurisdictional process and especially the engagement required with 
smallholders. Some of the requirements included a strong multi-
stakeholder process; a central data management infrastructure to ensure 
transparent monitoring and evaluation; clarification of benefit sharing from 
preferential procurement and pricing; and the establishment of a road map 
and time scale for the process. Details for what this might look like over the 
next five years were explored which included a state policy and legal 
framework to ensure internal controls, grievance mechanisms, and efforts 
to win acceptance by all stakeholders. Partnerships and Resources would be 
crucial to achieve work of this scale, for example for the training and 
capacity building of producers. Importantly, MPOB committed to data 
sharing for Sabah producers. 

• The Trade and Procurement Discussion Group informed participants that 
currently palm oil purchase in Sabah is very centralized with 3 or 4 large 
scale purchasers controlling 80-90% of the market in the absence of a 
tender-port. In pursuit of sustainable value chains – more diverse, equitable 
and resilient – measures would need to be adopted within a more 
developed and highly communicable “Sabah Story” in which quality and 
assurance were guaranteed. To get to this the Sabah brand needed 
development through identification of its Unique Selling Points (USPs) and 
the Sabah Story established in the market place, including through more 
communication with the Indians and Chinese, and a transformative 
engagement of Sabah’s major buyers. The resolution of labour policies and 
associated migrant worker access to education etc. was highlighted in this 
group as a necessary component to the Sabah Story. The issue of identifying 
mechanisms for the just distribution of price premiums was again identified 
for attention.
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SABAH  IMPLEMENTATION DIALOGUE REPORT
AAK

Continued support to Forever Sabah to work towards Jurisdictional Certification, in particular supporting 
the 20 villages in Telupid, Tongod, Beluran and Kinabatangan to achieve MSPO and RSPO certification.

UNILEVER
Support engagement of mid-size producers, HCV/landscape management planning and forest 

restoration in the Tawau & Sugut areas.

BUNGE LODERS CROKLAAN
Assist development of the Sabah Story & “Unique Selling Points” and facilitate taking the Sabah 
landscape story to market (conditional on the Story/USPs).

WALMART
Talk about Sabah & jurisdictional approaches with their suppliers, retail counterparts, and highlight 
efforts with key policy makers. 

TROPICAL FOREST ALLIANCE 2020
Continue as “matchmakers” and as facilitators/connectors with ideas and experts and to host (virtual) 
Working Groups on selected topics.

WWF HEART OF BORNEO
Commit to supporting JCSPO Secretariat in fund raising efforts with UNDP, Green Climate Fund (GCF) 
under the UNFCCC, and others.

ROUNDTABLE ON SUSTAINABLE PALM OIL
Increase awareness of the “Sabah Story” and other jurisdictional approaches, while building 
understanding in the regions. Jurisdictional and other RSPO Working Groups will work on engaging all 
producers in the whole value chain. Seek a state-endorsed Five Year plan from the Secretariat.

MALAYSIAN PALM OIL BOARD
Will share their data with Sabah’s process and commit to a joint program of work with FS with the 20 
pilot communities in the Telupid, Tongod, Beluran & Kinabatangan Districts for MSPO/RSPO 
certification on issues of joint concern incl. Best Management Practices, land tenure and others 
(including Wild Asia).

NY HOLDINGS SDN BHD
Support with engaging producers in Kunak, Semporna and Tawau if RSPO deploys staff on the ground 
for outreach/education.

HSBC
Support engagement of mid-size producers, HCV/landscape management planning and forest 
restoration in the Tawau & Sugut areas.

EUROPEAN UNION DELEGATION TO MALAYSIA
Continue engagement in Sabah as the first palm oil jurisdictional certification, including working around 
any difficult issues and with support for producers to enter the sustainable supply chain.

WORLD RESOURCES INSTITUTE
Global Forest Watch and its near real time forest monitoring mechanism will collaborate with Sabah’s 
HCV-HCS mapping process establishing the system architecture & with on-going monitoring.

EMBASSY OF DENMARK
Report on the constructive dialogue and convey this to Danish businesses and institutions to advance 
opportunities for engagement and resources. Also commit to assist in developing and promulgating the 
“Sabah Story”.

GOVERNMENT OF NORWAY
Continue supporting players engaged here (TFA, WRI, WWF, etc.) and seek further opportunities in 
Sabah around valuing remaining forests not being converted.  Will convey critical feedback from 
stakeholders at home about the Sabah story and inclusion of the climate change dimensions.

SABAH JCSPO SECRETARIAT
Work on creating a sound “Sabah Story” that is rooted in Sabah’s legal and policy framework & 
institutions (strong governance), and differentiate Sabah in a way that inspires and can be monitored 
and verified.  Commit to raising funds for the larger process through UNDP, GCF, and other large 
donors, in concert with WWF Heart of Borneo.

WWF MALAYSIA
Commits to supporting jurisdictional certification of palm oil production through its 5-year Living 
Landscapes Programme which seeks to integrate protection, production and restoration with land-
use plans; group certification of medium-sized palm oil producers; restoration of ecological corridors 
and riparian reserves; communicate sustainable production of palm oil to markets in China and India. 
WWF appreciates the funding commitments received from HSBC and Unilever to support this work, 
and may contribute through other programmes in the future, including through new partnerships. 

FOREVER SABAH & TROPICAL FOREST ALLIANCE 2020
Send proceedings & commitments in two weeks & set up follow up call to advance process.

PARTNERSHIP COMMITMENTS & OPPORTUNITY PLEDGES 
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SABAH  IMPLEMENTATION DIALOGUE REPORT

Learning Points
New Title Page: design conveys subject & value; logos matter

Page 2: From a washing line of points to a motivational argument that has 
language suggesting keen engagement and surfacing of issues

Page 3: Pledges were lost in the draft: here they were highlighted, arranged 
in accessible way that suggested balance and team and as a single page 
were readily sharable. To clarify these required collaboration with the 

pledge-makers
This report was edited down to be as short as possible while complete with 

necessary facts (heavy use of appendices)
It also had flattering photos of most participants in ways that suggested 

(honestly!) that they were making points to create ownership and 
shareability
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FPIC DIALOGUE REPORT
DRAFT                                                                               FINAL VERSION

Executive Summary

Conflict tends to happen in the industrial sector because of the global
economic system that still incentivises a “race to the bottom” where
companies try to make as much money as possible as quickly as possible, and
governments lower social and environmental protections to attract investment
and this will leads to developments that are not sustainable. Conflicts occur
when the industry does not take into account those who will be affected,
especially indigenous peoples and local communities in decision-making and
planning processes; proceeds without understanding and respecting the rights
and ways of life of communities who have different customary laws, priorities,
and visions of ‘development’.

This must be prevented and the idea to have Sabah FPIC Guide integrated into
the state law is a great way to address this problem. FPIC, in general, is the
right for indigenous peoples and certain local communities to give or withhold
their free, prior and informed consent (FPIC) to any activities that may affect
them or their territories. FPIC is recognised in the United Nations Declaration
on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP) and other international
instruments. This dialogue on FPIC in Sabah has been a great platform to
socialised FPIC and to take a step forward for upbringing FPIC in Sabah. The
objectives of the dialogue were to; a) Prepare a framework roadmap/action
plan for institutionalising FPIC in Sabah, including further developing and
implementing the Sabah FPIC Guide and SOPs; and b) Identify the most
suitable government agency to house and oversee the implementation of FPIC
in Sabah.

The key outcomes of the dialogue were; a) Consensus that the Ministry of Law
and Native Affairs is the best-placed government agency to take forward the
state-wide work on FPIC; b) Consensus that the state-wide work on FPIC should
apply to all potentially affected communities (including but not limited to
native and indigenous peoples) and to all sectors and activities (not only oil
palm); and c) Development of key elements of a roadmap. Among the key
elements of a roadmap that has been developed is the idea to organise a
stakeholder engagement and workshops (including discussion about existing
provisions that could provide a basis for FPIC or at least consultation in
different laws), and the proposed outcome is to have a cabinet paper to
establish committee to take the work forward.

Sabah FPIC Guide is in the process of being developed and this guide will serve
as a framework for the state government to ensure that FPIC components are
applied by industry players and implemented throughout the state. We need
to think about how FPIC will be implemented into laws and institutions in
Sabah. FPIC is the main principle to minimise and prevent long-term disputes
and conflicts in Sabah and be able to create a sustainable development that
encourages human rights-based economies.

Executive Summary

Free, Prior and Informed Consent (FPIC) is an increasingly internationally-
recognized legal and policy instrument for reducing conflict, improving equity
and reducing business risk with regard to the development of activities on
Indigenous Peoples territories. Sabah’s commitment in 2015 to Jurisdictional
Certification to Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil standards by 2025 requires
institutionalization of FPIC to secure premium market access while tackling
local challenges to palm oil production. Accordingly, the guiding body to this
effort, the Jurisdictional Certification Steering Committee (JCSC), has overseen
development of the Sabah FPIC Guide to achieving FPIC at the landscape and
state-wide (rather than just plantation) scale in the oil palm sector.

The JCSC approved Version 2.2 of the Guide in June 2018, but further progress
now required the identification of the most suitable government agency to
house and oversee the implementation of FPIC in Sabah and development of
the State’s legal and policy framework and Standard Operation Procedures
(SOPs). To advance this process, Forever Sabah convened this Dialogue on
November 7th, 2019 in partnership with the Ministry of Law and Native Affairs
and the Jurisdictional Certification Steering Committee (JCSC) at the Institute of
Development Studies.

The dialogue was attended by sixty people and served as an effective platform
to socialize FPIC and to gather diverse views from key government agencies,
civil society and academia around the value of FPIC, and how best to realize it
in Sabah. In general, the group understood FPIC “good neighbourliness” as
something that could significantly improve the future quality of life in Sabah.

The key outcomes of the dialogue were:

(a) Consensus that the Ministry of Law and Native Affairs is the best-placed
government institution to take FPIC forward;

(b) Consensus that the state-wide work on FPIC should apply to all potentially
affected communities (including but not limited to Native and Indigenous
Peoples), and to all sectors and activities (i.e. not only to oil palm); and,

(c) Successful development of key elements for a roadmap of how to advance
this through stakeholder engagement workshop/s to evaluate Sabah’s legal and
institutional framework in order to craft a Cabinet Paper that could call for the
establishment of a formal Committee to take the work forward.

While the Workshop recommended that FPIC be applied across all sectors, it
was nevertheless also agreed that palm oil was a powerful entry point for the
work, and that the Ministry of Law and Native Affairs should be invited to join
the Jurisdictional Certification Steering Committee.
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FPIC DIALOGUE REPORT – IMPROVING THE EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Learning Points
Unpack text for readability – most readers are poor readers & will only read 

this summary so spend most time editing here!  
Drop the conflict rhetoric and instead present FPIC as a solution

Convey the institutional dynamic – where this comes from and where it’s 
going in a way that brings readers into advancing process

Establish the bona fides of the event and convey the positive tone 
You don’t need to list the objectives if these are bureaucratic process

Instead make the outcomes pop by separating them out
Avoid writing reports like this from marginality: relocate yourself central
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KIVATU NATURE FARM SGP-GEF GRANT REPORT 2019
DRAFT                                                                                               FINAL VERSION
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KIVATU NATURE FARM SGP-GEF GRANT REPORT 2019

Learning Points

Readers require context and explanation of terms to understand what 
the writer is reporting (e.g. the floods)

Editor tries to create purposeful sentiment (direction) without 
destroying the voice of the project team

Take time to move text/content around the report to be most relevant 
to a particular reporting area

Process of moving from BM to English is often incomplete (fresh eyes)
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INITIAL DRAFT - HEH REPORT TO TSEF 2019
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FINAL DRAFT - HEH REPORT TO TSEF 2019
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DRAFTS - HEH REPORT TO TSEF 2019

Learning Points

Even though the drafting process had gathered all the key points, the 
redraft added space, enabling air & mind flow around key points

The redraft included a clearer statement of achievements

Evidence of community support is realistically provided
There’s a feeling of yearning connected to the film

The report points towards a bigger picture of funding & ideas

The funder can understand the value that they are personally adding
The closing photo returned us to the urgency of the situation
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IMPROVING THE FLAP REPORT 2019
INITIAL VERSION                                                              FINAL VERSION
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IMPROVING THE FLAP REPORT 2019

Learning Points
Listing in sentences kills: organization/bulleting of points gives clarity 

and punch
Use value terms to give meaning, urgency, relevance

Foreground what the actual problem is and the benefits that can come 
from resolving it

Don’t end on disclaimers that weaken your case: disclaimers should be 
in methods sections
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Developing Capacity in Communities 
for Reporting

Community reporting capacity prepares them for sovereignty and shifts 
governance, responsibility and learning opportunities to beneficiaries
Community reporting capacity can make YOUR life as staff much better!
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STRENGTHENING THE SEACOLOGY REPORT 2019

Learning Points
There was a process to encourage the community to report in BM before translation to English

Translation role of project staff 
The English version then got a fresh edit by someone unfamiliar with the project

Revisions included making the title page pop with the relevant information
Providing the background and context separately to get your reader situated

Revised text has been unpacked and reorganized to make one point at a time as clearly as possible 
for a reader unfamiliar with the local complexity
Insert footnotes to help explain local definitions.

“Think expansively, write long, edit and edit until the text is short but has long meaning.” 
The more we edit, the more we learn how to make text more concise

What was the community’s experience with doing this?  And the funder’s reaction?
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When Things Go Awry

How to explain to funders the reasons for delays, request extensions and 
needs to re-organize the budget
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NEGOTIATING EXTENSION ON DELAYS 
COMPLETING CSPO ACTIVITIES UNDER THE UNEP/RSPO GRANT IN 2018
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NEGOTIATING EXTENSION ON DELAYS 
COMPLETING CSPO ACTIVITIES UNDER THE UNEP/RSPO 

GRANT IN 2018

Learning Points
For an institutional funder working against KPIs or specific outcomes 
develop a table or other way to clearly show the cause, solution and 

new timetable for each outcome/KPI
Avoid pleading tone of voice: be specific and objective and make clear 

what you have done to get around obstacles
Be realistic about your new dates!

Remember the lessons for your next project’s proposal timeline
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EXTENSION REQUEST TO FULL CIRCLE – FEBRUARY 2020
Colleagues:
As you may recall the timeframe for the 2018-19 LEAP Grant has required flexibility since it was received only in October 2018 
due to factors beyond both of our control.
By mutual agreement our first-year reporting period ran to April 30, 2019. The initial expectation for 2019 reporting would be 
that the grant would close December 31, 2019, but this (needless to say) would mean compressing a year's expenditure (and 
activities) into an 8-month period.
As per the attached financial report we believe it makes sense to adjust the current reporting period to May 1, 2019 to April
30, 2020 (i.e. a full 12 months). This would require a four month no-cost extension of the grant period from Full Circle.
With this extension we would anticipate a full expenditure of the remaining balance of the grant (for details of current plans 
and amounts still being planned see the attachment), albeit with a series of reallocations of the training budget to other 
areas. We experienced lower training costs both through hosting most training at KampOng (and hence lower expenditures) 
and because, for complex reasons, we underwrote from this grant fewer professional development courses to staff (including 
because Cynthia also had access to her Ashoka funds for this purpose). We are therefore asking if you can approve these 
budget line reallocations as proposed in the attached table (if this is necessary in your contracting process).
With your go-ahead we will work to complete the activities and prepare final reports after April 30, 2020. This would, in turn,
have a corresponding impact on the timing of the next grant request.
With best wishes,

Ken Wilson (Technical Advisor, on behalf of the LEAP Team)
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BUDGET MODIFICATION REQUEST TO FULL CIRCLE – FEBRUARY 2020
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EXTENSION REQUEST TO FULL CIRCLE – FEBRUARY 
2020

Learning Points
Read the grant contracts & provide a brief, precise, objective background before your request

Plan and cost with all relevant LEAP/FS staff a solution that meets your needs and remembers the 
funder’s needs (and is logical and doable)

Show clearly in the document the dates and numbers and frame your request so that they do not 
need to write back for clarification or look in their files

State why you need this, but don’t tell sob stories or give them details that should be written in the 
reports not in the extension request

Make clear what the action step is; and ideally make it an email from them just saying yes
Make sure your colleagues all agree then when you send copy the documents to all the relevant 

staff at the funder organization as this is an official process of changing a contract
Follow up if needed with funder and your colleagues

Organize to achieve the promised expenditures and activities during the extension!


